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About This Game
Dad Beat Dads is a fast-paced, LOCAL MULTIPLAYER BRAWLER for up to 4 players. Dad Beat Dads also has the latest in
Robo-Dad technology, so you can ditch your friends and pl 5d3b920ae0
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This is a fun multiplayer game of the brawler variety. Throwing bricks at one another and stealing each others children are the
order of the delay. Best played with a group of friends with incredibly dark humour as kidnapping jokes are shared amongst the
odd brick to the face, shooting off screen, cheap deaths and good old fashion fisty-cuffs. Give your friends a "duffing" and steal
their children. This is extremely fun for those with friends. If you are short in the friends department maybe look for something
else.. It's ok only with heavy discounts and only for four-player shared screen party. Not good enough for two, don't expect as
much fun as in Duck Game or Towerfall Ascension. The game is not offering a lot of variety and game modes. A solid $1 party
game though.. The starting game controls are really weird so you are going to need to change them, also you can't use your
mouse. Being one of the 5 people who own this game is pretty rewarding as you are the only one with these cards and badges
and what not. Its sort of fun, I mean, I played a bit of it then idled the rest. I play this when I am bored and literally have nothing
else to play. I think it is worth the $5 and I am sure its decently fun if you get ohter friends to play with you.
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